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Andrew Taylor (b. 1951) is a British author of mysteries. Born in East Anglia, he attended university at Cambridge before getting an MA in library sciences from University College London. His first novel, Caroline Miniscule (1982), a modern-day treasure hunt starring history student William Dougal, began an eight-book series and won Taylor wide critical acclaim.
The Silent Boy by Andrew Taylor - Goodreads
"The Silent Boy" by British author Andrew Taylor is gripping, riveting historical fiction. It's a book that makes a reader put it down several times to relieve the tension created by the story, but pick it up quickly again to see what happens next. It turns out that Savill isn't the only one interested in retrieving the boy.
The Silent Boy: Taylor, Andrew: 9780008153762: Amazon.com ...
Praise for The Silent Boy: 'In this taut thriller, Andrew Taylor deftly weaves unobtrusive historical research with a page-turning plot' The Times, Books of the Year 'Great tale, great history, great Taylor' Radio 4, Crime Books of the Year 'Taylor has not only succeeded in constructing a labyrinthine plot that is gripping to the last page, but he also created an entirely believable child, traumatised but resolute, whose plight is the fuel for true
suspense' Guardian 'As a writer, Taylor ...
The Silent Boy - Kindle edition by Taylor, Andrew ...
Andrew Taylor is the author of a number of crime novels, including the ground-breaking Roth Trilogy, which was adapted into the acclaimed drama Fallen Angel, and the historical crime novels The Ashes of London, The Silent Boy, and The American Boy, a No.1 Sunday Times bestseller and a 2005 Richard & Judy Book Club Choice.
The Silent Boy by Andrew Taylor | NOOK Book (eBook ...
‘Andrew Taylor is one of our finest storytellers' Antonia Hodgson ‘Vivid and compelling’ Observer ‘A novel filled with intrigue, duplicity, scandal and betrayal, whose author now vies with another...
The Silent Boy by Andrew Taylor - Books on Google Play
THE SILENT BOY. by Andrew Taylor ? RELEASE DATE: Oct. 20, 2015. In Taylor’s newest historical crime novel ( The Scent of Death, 2014, etc.), Edward Savill, home in London after working for the American Department in New York during the Revolutionary War, must deal with a shocking personal crisis. Savill has left government to work as a property agent for foreign investors, but then comes unexpected news from Rampton, the former American Department
head: he says his niece, Savill’s long ...
THE SILENT BOY | Kirkus Reviews
Dimensions: 198 x 129 x 28 mm. MEDIA REVIEWS. Praise for The Silent Boy: `In this taut thriller, Andrew Taylor deftly weaves unobtrusive historical research with a page-turning plot' The Times, Books of the Year. `Great tale, great history, great Taylor' Radio 4, Crime Books of the Year.
The Silent Boy by Andrew Taylor | Waterstones
Andrew Taylor’s historical crime novel, The Silent Boy, is so good it makes you rethink all your high-low prejudices. It reminds me of Dickens ...
This thriller is as good as anything by Hilary Mantel ...
The Silent Boy is the first book I have read of Andrew Taylor's and I every much doubt I will read another. I was so disappointed with the content and the less than informative content too. The plot was very thready and there really is no continuity to the flow of the novel.
The Silent Boy: Amazon.co.uk: TAYLOR, ANDREW ...
Overview. The Silent Boy (2003) is a young adult historical fiction novel written by Lois Lowry. Lowry is most famous for writing The Giver, which won the Newberry Medal in 1994.A series of photos inspired Lowry to write The Silent Boy, and these grainy, somber images appear throughout the book at the beginning of each chapter, firmly rooting the novel in the early 1900s.
The Silent Boy Summary and Study Guide | SuperSummary
Fiction Book Review: The Silent Boy by Andrew Taylor. Harper, $25.99 (448p) ISBN 978-0-00-750660-6 Edgar-finalist Taylor’s outstanding second historical featuring Edward Savill (after 2013’s The...
Fiction Book Review: The Silent Boy by Andrew Taylor ...
Andrew Taylor (b. 1951) is a British author of mysteries. Born in East Anglia, he attended university at Cambridge before getting an MA in library sciences from University College London. His first novel, Caroline Miniscule (1982), a modern-day treasure hunt starring history student William Dougal, began an eight-book series and won Taylor wide critical acclaim.
A Stain on the Silence by Andrew Taylor
"The Silent Boy" by British author Andrew Taylor is gripping, riveting historical fiction. It's a book that makes a reader put it down several times to relieve the tension created by the story, but pick it up quickly again to see what happens next. It turns out that Savill isn't the only one interested in retrieving the boy.
Amazon.com: The Silent Boy (Audible Audio Edition): Andrew ...
Andrew Taylor (born 14 October 1951) is a British author best known for his crime and historical novels, which include the Lydmouth series, the Roth Trilogy and historical novels such as the number-one best-selling The American Boy and The Ashes of London. His accolades include the Diamond Dagger, Britain's top crime-writing award.
Andrew Taylor (author) - Wikipedia
The Silent Boy - Andrew Taylor - Hardcover From the No. 1 bestselling author of THE AMERICAN BOY comes a brilliant new historical thriller set during the French Revolution. Selected as Historical Nove...
The Silent Boy - Andrew Taylor - Hardcover
"The Silent Boy" by British author Andrew Taylor is gripping, riveting historical fiction. It's a book that makes a reader put it down several times to relieve the tension created by the story, but pick it up quickly again to see what happens next. It turns out that Savill isn't the only one interested in retrieving the boy.
Amazon.com: Customer reviews: The Silent Boy
The Silent Boy- excellent but not perfect This is a fantastic Andrew Taylor story that drags you in and keeps you imprisoned until the last, final shocking twists. The narration is better than some I've heard but I was annoyed at the repeated mis-pronunciation of "gable" as "gabble", "purlin" as "purelin" and "gavel" as "gavelle", to name but a few.
The Silent Boy by Andrew Taylor | Audiobook | Audible.com
I know I am late to the party (again) - Andrew Taylor has been writing award-winning historical mysteries for decades - but I've only just discovered his incredible novels! I really enjoyed 'The Scent of Death' and have happily ignored everything else on my TBR pile to go straight into the sequel, 'The Silent Boy'.
The Scent of Death by Andrew Taylor - Goodreads
Andrew Taylor is the author of a number of crime novels, including the ground-breaking Roth Trilogy, which was adapted into the acclaimed TV drama Fallen Angel, and the historical crime novels The King’s Evil, The Fire Court, The Ashes of London, The Silent Boy, The Scent of Death and The American Boy, a No.1 Sunday Times bestseller and a Richard & Judy Book Club Choice.
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